
Kluber first to 11 wins as Tribe routs White Sox 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
CLEVELAND -- For one outing, Corey Kluber looked human and red flags were raised. Heaven forbid he allow four whole runs or walk a batter. 
Against the White Sox on Wednesday afternoon, the Indians' ace showed everyone that there is nothing to worry about. 
 
In an 12-0 romp over Chicago at Progressive Field, Kluber cruised through seven brilliant innings, relinquishing just one single and slicing his 
way through the final 16 batters he faced without allowing a hit. The end result -- helped by home runs from Jose Ramirez and Jason Kipnis -- 
was Kluber reaching 11 wins before any other pitcher in baseball this year. 
"I think he's all right," Indians manager Terry Francona said with a laugh. "Boy, I mean, it seems like every five days you try to come up with 
maybe something different to say, but my goodness. His level of consistency is so high that, man, it's just fun to watch." 
 
Kluber struck out seven, issued one walk and only flinched once in the third, when Omar Narvaez delivered a two-out single that led to nothing. 
With the victory, Kluber improved to 11-3 and lowered his ERA to 2.10, which is currently the fifth-lowest mark in MLB. 
 
Combined with the work of Trevor Bauer and Mike Clevinger in the previous two wins, Cleveland's rotation limited the White Sox to one run 
over 21 2/3 innings in the three-game brooming. 
 
"Our pitching staff has been really consistent throughout the whole year," said Indians first baseman Yonder Alonso, who had three hits, 
including an RBI double. "And, obviously, when you have a horse like that in Corey going out there and doing his thing, that's a plus." 
 
Indians fans are probably breathing a little easier, given how things went last time out for Kluber, who is like the pitching equivalent of a 
metronome when it comes to the lines he methodically produces every five games. On Friday, Kluber was pulled after only 65 pitches in a loss 
to the Twins. 
In that last outing, Kluber issued a walk to end a career-best streak of 46 1/3 consecutive innings without a free pass. He gave up four runs, 
ending a string of 14 straight quality starts and snapping his American League-record run of 26 consecutive starts with no more than three runs 
allowed. Those setbacks, combined with the early exit, made it fair to wonder if something was wrong with the leader of Cleveland's staff. 
 
Kluber appears to be just fine in his pursuit of a third career AL Cy Young Award. 
 
"For the middle innings, I kind felt off again," Kluber said. "But I think I just did a better job of adjusting to it and figuring out how to work through 
it than I did last time. Last time, I couldn't make that adjustment. I made some bad pitches and it hurt me. 
 
"Today, I was able to kind of work through it and adjust some things from pitch to pitch. I think when you can make those adjustments quicker, 
even if things do feel off, you can kind of try and find that new normal." 
 
The Indians' lineup did its part in support of Kluber, churning out five runs (four earned) against starter Reynaldo Lopez and piling more as the 
game wore on. Ramirez launched a three-run shot in the first inning for his 22nd homer of the season, moving him one behind MLB leader Mike 
Trout. Kipnis highlighted a six-run sixth with a three-run blast of his own. 
 
When Kluber took the mound for the seventh, he was armed with an 11-0 lead and on his way to the win column again. 
 
"I would be willing to bet every pitcher would like to pitch with a lead like that," Francona said. "He just pitches his game. He may throw a few 
more first-pitch fastball strikes because of the scoreboard, but he just pitches his game. It's nice." 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
Yes way, Jose: In his first four seasons in the big leagues, Ramirez managed 19 home runs overall. The switch-hitter then broke out with a 
career-best 29 shots last season, ending as a finalist for the AL MVP Award. Ramirez is on pace to shatter that total this year. In the first inning, 
the Tribe third baseman belted a 1-0 fastball from Lopez out to center for a three-run homer to spot Kluber a quick lead. 
 
Ramirez's 22 home runs are tied for the fourth-highest total by an Indians batter through the first 73 team games of a season. Al Rosen (25 in 
1950) and Albert Belle (25 in '96) hold the record, with Rocky Colavito (23 in '59) coming in second. Belle ('94) and Jim Thome ('97) also had 
22. More > 
 
Kip caps rally: White Sox reliever Bruce Rondon labored through a 35-pitch sixth inning that helped the Indians turn the win into a rout. After a 
wild pitch allowed Ramirez to score from third, Rondon then served up a three-run homer to Kipnis to punctuate a six-run outburst in the frame. 
Over his past four games, Kipnis has gone 6-for-16 (.375) with two homers, four runs scored and five RBIs. 
 
"He's taking more good swings," Francona said. "Even the lineout today before the home run. I think there's more good swings. I think he looks 
more confident. It looks like when he swings now there's more conviction in going to get the ball. I think he'll be just fine." 
MITEL REPLAY OF THE DAY 
The Indians nearly pulled off a double steal in the third inning with Michael Brantley (third base) and Edwin Encarnacion (second), but the White 
Sox challenged the safe call at third. The ruling was overturned after it was determined that third baseman Yolmer Sanchez applied the tag on 
Brantley in time. That snapped a streak of 23 successful steals in a row for the Indians, dating back to May 23. That marked the longest such 
streak in Cleveland history since caught-stealing became an official statistic in 1920. 
 
HE SAID IT 



"You know, he's just a baseball player. When you give guys contracts and things, I don't know that Jose really ever [cared]. He just likes to play. 
Even when we told him today we'd give him a couple innings off. He kind of thought about it a little bit. He just likes to play baseball, and he's 
really good." -- Francona, on Ramirez 
 
"At the end of the day, Kluber attacks and keeps you off the bases and always, when a club is not scoring any runs, not on the bases, you 
always look flat. That's not necessarily the case." -- White Sox manager Rick Renteria 
 
UP NEXT 
Following a team off-day on Thursday, right-hander Shane Bieber (1-0, 3.97 ERA) will take the mound for the Indians in a 7:10 p.m. ET clash 
against the Tigers on Friday at Progressive Field. Bieber picked up his first career MLB win on Sunday against the Twins. Detroit will counter 
with righty Mike Fiers (5-3, 4.09 ERA). 
 
Ramirez hot on Trout's tail with 22nd homer 
By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 
CLEVELAND -- If Mike Trout is playing baseball on another planet, Jose Ramirez is on a mission to find it. 
 
In the first inning of Wednesday's 12-0 win against the White Sox, Ramirez launched a fastball out to center field for his 22nd home run of the 
season for the Indians. The drive pulled the dynamic Tribe third baseman within one shot of Trout for the Major League lead in homers. Boston 
slugger J.D. Martinez also has 22 on the season. 
"Jose never gives away an at-bat," Chris Antonetti, the Indians' president of baseball operations, said prior to Wednesday's game. "Every single 
at-bat that he's up there, he is competing and finding a way to try to get a pitch to hit and hit it hard somewhere. 
 
"And some of the skills that we had seen in the Minor Leagues with him -- just a good ability to put the ball in play, manage the strike zone, 
when he swings, he very rarely misses -- those same attributes are now playing out at the Major League level with more power behind it." 
 
Ramirez's latest blast came on a 1-0 fastball from White Sox righty Reynaldo Lopez, who watched it rocket out to center for a three-run home 
run. Leading up to the blast, Lopez walked Francisco Lindor to open the inning before second baseman Yoan Moncada booted a grounder from 
Michael Brantley to put two runners aboard. 
 
Ramirez is tied for fourth in Indians history for the most home runs through the team's first 73 games of a season. Albert Belle (1994) and Jim 
Thome ('97) also had 22, while Rocky Colavito had 23 in '59, Belle launched 25 in '96 and Al Rosen belted 25 in '50. 
 
Ramirez's shot armed ace Corey Kluber with a quick 3-0 advantage, which ballooned into an 11-0 lead for the two-time American League Cy 
Young Award winner by the seventh. Before the day was through, Ramirez added a single, drew a pair of walks (one intentional), stole a base 
and crossed the plate three times. 
With that showing, Ramirez now has a .291/.391/.611 slash line to go with 43 extra-base hits, 50 RBIs, 50 runs scored and 10 steals. Ramirez's 
4.8 WAR (per FanGraphs) ranks second to only Trout (6.3, entering Wednesday) in MLB. 
 
Ramirez is the first player in Indians history to have at least 10 steals, 20 doubles, 20 homers and 50 RBIs in a first-half since 1908. He is the 
first AL hitter to achieve that feat since Trout did it for the Angels in 2014. Trout is closing in on reaching those plateaus again in this season's 
incredible first half for the superstar. 
 
"You know, he's just a baseball player," Indians manager Terry Francona said of Ramirez. "When you give guys contracts and things, I don't 
know that Jose really ever [cared]. He just likes to play. Even when we told him today we'd give him a couple innings off, he kind of thought 
about it a little bit. He just likes to play baseball, and he's really good." 
 
Antonetti talks Tribe's needs ahead of Deadline 
CLEVELAND -- When the Nationals acquired closer Kelvin Herrera from the Royals earlier this week, Washington reeled in the kind of impact 
arm the Indians could use to stabilize their bullpen. 
 
Given how much sense Herrera made for Cleveland, know that the Indians inquired about his availability with Kansas City. Over the next six 
weeks leading up to the July 31 non-waiver Trade Deadline, the Tribe's decision-makers plan on leaving no stones unturned in their search for 
reinforcements for the stretch run to October. 
"I won't get into specific guys," Chris Antonetti, the Indians' president of baseball operations, said when asked about Herrera on Wednesday 
morning. "But I think it's safe to say that we've been aggressive in looking for ways to improve the team. And, if there are guys that are out there 
that might be available, we're exploring it." 
 
Antonetti noted that the Indians could benefit from more consistency in center and right field, but the bullpen remains the main area of need for 
the American League Central leaders. After a disastrous May (8.01 ERA) for the relief corps, things have been better in June (3.35 ERA, 
entering Wednesday), but the recent strides have not calmed Cleveland's search for potential help. 
 
Entering Wednesday, the Tribe bullpen ranked 28th in MLB in ERA (5.47) and 29th in Fielding Independent Pitching (4.70). 
 
With Andrew Miller, Cody Allen and Zach McAllister among the potential free-agents for the Indians next offseason, Cleveland will cast a wide 
net for controllable options and rentals. Antonetti cited the 2016 Trade Deadline, when the club acquired Miller and outfielder Brandon Guyer, 
who both came with multiple years of control, as an example. 
 



"We try to take a multi-year approach," Antonetti said. "It was evident in our trades in 2016. We targeted players that could have an impact 
beyond just that season. Now, sometimes those players aren't available and you can't align on value and you end up trading for guys like we 
did last year with Joe Smith or getting Jay Bruce late. That's just the opportunity that was available to us. We'll explore both." 
 
And the Indians have started to ramp up that process. 
 
"In the years in which we're in contention, I think that's been the way we've operated," Antonetti said. "And that's how we've continued to 
operate this year. Really, since the day after the Draft, the intensity and frequency of trade conversations have picked up and we're actively 
seeking ways where we can improve the team." 
 
Worth noting 
• There remains no clear timetable for return for Miller (10-day disabled list, right knee), but he will continue to work through bullpen sessions 
leading up to game activity. Antonetti noted Wednesday that Miller will take part in a Minor League rehab assignment before rejoining the 
Indians. 
 
• Heading into Wednesday's game, Cleveland's rotation ranked second in the Majors with an average of 99 pitches per game. Only the Astros 
(100.1) ranked higher. Said Antonetti: "Our guys condition to do that. So, they're in a good spot, but it's something we'll continue to be mindful 
of as we go through the season." 
• Antonetti noted that Carlos Carrasco (10-day DL) is doing well, but said the pitcher still needs to get some of the swelling down in his right 
elbow before resuming a throwing program. Carrasco was hit on the arm by a line drive on Saturday against the Twins. 
 
• Outfielder Bradley Zimmer (Minor League DL, right shoulder) underwent an MRI exam on Wednesday morning to gather more information 
about the nature of his injury. Antonetti said the team is still awaiting the results of the tests. 
 
• Outfielder Lonnie Chisenhall was scratched from Wednesday's lineup with bilateral calf soreness, per the Indians. 
 
On pitch counts, trade pursuits and more: A Wednesda y Q&A with Chris Antonetti 
by Jordan Bastian 
The Indians had run out to an 11–0 lead on the White Sox by the time the seventh inning rolled around on Wednesday afternoon. Rather than 
pulling Corey Kluber, manager Terry Francona gave the ace one more frame. 
 
Kluber was at 83 pitches, but he only logged 65 in his previous outing and his seventh and final inning was hardly of the high-stress variety. 
 
“It’s nice. We scored. We spread it out,” Francona said. “So, you don’t have him reaching back going 115. Not that he can’t, but it’s nice to 
maybe save an inning here and there, because he’ll need it later.” 
 
That is why Francona had a quick hook with Kluber in his last start. The right-hander — for the first time in what felt like forever — had an off 
night. Rather than having Kluber fight through high-stress pitches when he wasn’t himself, the manager turned to the bullpen earlier than usual. 
 
Kluber ended Wednesday’s win, which improved his season line to 11–3 with a 2.10 ERA, with 96 pitches. That actually dropped his season 
average to 98.8 pitches per start. Fellow Tribe starters Trevor Bauer (109.3) and Mike Clevinger (104.1) rank first and third, respectively in the 
Majors in that category. 
 
Indians fans remember how Kluber was seemingly run into the ground by Game 7 of the 2016 World Series, and how he didn’t look like himself 
in the first-round exit against the Yankees last fall. Internally, the Indians’ decision-makers also know that they need to be careful not to 
overwork their rotation horses too much, because they will need them in September and, hopefully, throughout a long October. 
 
Francona has noted multiple times that he has strong communication with the starters to know when they can handle a few more batters, or 
when an early exit makes sense. Kluber’s previous start is Example A in that regard. 
 
The two main factors for Francona leaning so hard on the starters has been that, one, the rotation is very good and, two, the bullpen has been 
inconsistent and beset with injuries. The Tribe rotation ranks second in MLB in innings (460) and WAR (9.1). 
 
The Indians are the only team in baseball with four starters currently in the top 20 in WAR: 
Trevor Bauer (5th): 3.6 
Corey Kluber (8th): 2.8 
Mike Clevinger (11th): 2.3 
Carlos Carrasco (20th): 1.8 
No other team has more than two at the moment. 
 
So, the Indians will continue to ask a lot of their starting pitchers, while also keeping the second half and postseason in mind. 
 
“It’s a conversation we continue to have,” Chris Antonetti, the Indians’ president of baseball operations, said on Wednesday morning. “I think 
the good news, as Tito shared with you, is that our guys condition to do that. And so, they’re in a good spot. But, it’s something we’ll continue to 
be mindful of as we go through the season. 
 



“So, one of the things we look at in addition to just pitch count is, ‘How do guys respond in their recovery after they start. How does their body 
feel? What level of fatigue do they have?’ And then, we also look for other markers of fatigue while they’re pitching. So far, guys have 
maintained really good strength levels and have been able to maintain their condition. 
 
“But, its something we’re cognizant of and we would like to manage maybe a little bit better moving forward. And, hopefully, now that we have a 
little more continuity in our bullpen, that’s an option for us to do.” 
 
Antonetti discussed that topic and more in a wide-ranging Q&A with reporters prior to Wednesday’s 12–0 win over the White Sox. Here are 
some more of the highlights from that discussion. 
 
Q: What has it been like from your end to deal with all the setbacks and injuries involving the bullpen? 
 
CA: “Any time you go through a season, you have to expect that you’re going to encounter some adversity and things are not going to go as 
planned. It’s one of the reasons we try to pay particular attention to depth within an organization and why sometimes some of those Minor 
League signings or low Major League singings in the offseason that may not seem significant, can end up having a meaningful impact on a 
team. This season, we’ve had some unexpected performances and a substantial amount of injuries in the bullpen that we’ve had to withstand. 
I’ve been encouraged by the way we’ve pitched over the last few weeks and to have a little bit more stability in the bullpen has been good to 
see and see guys settle into some roles.” 
 
Q: Is there anything new with Andrew Miller? Will he keep working through bullpen sessions for now? 
 
CA: “Nothing new. No. That will be the plan. He still has to go through a progression to get back to game activity, and he’s not quite there yet.” 
 
Q: Will Miller go out on a Minor League rehab assignment before being activated? 
 
CA: “I think so. Given the amount of time he’s missed, when he’s ready, we’ll transition him by having him do a rehab assignment. How long 
and how many, we don’t have any idea yet. I would expect that he will pitch in Minor League games at some point.” 
 
Q: What’s the state of his right knee right now? 
 
CA: “It’s getting better. It’s getting stronger. More stable. He’s done a lot of work with not only our trainers, but with [Major League strength and 
conditioning coach] Joe Kessler in the weight room just to get more stability to that knee and he’s definitely making progress on it.” 
 
Q: Does Miller need to wear a brace on his knee? 
 
CA: “Day-to-day, no. I don’t think he’s wearing a brace. They’re able to do some different things with taping and how knees are taped to be 
supported. I think Andrew might have utilized some of those techniques. But, to my knowledge he has not been wearing a brace.” 
 
Q: What have you thought of the development and strides made by Mike Clevinger this season? 
 
CA: “It’s been one of the great storylines of our season so far, is Clev’s continued development and maturation as a pitcher. Another great 
example of it last night, for him to get into some trouble early, pitch out of it and then pitch really deep into a game. And I think he’s starting to 
become much more efficient with his pitches, where I think we saw last year he maybe in the fifth inning had a lot of deep counts, he’s getting 
close to 100 pitches, not able to pitch deeper into games. With his mindset being maybe a little more aggressive throughout the game, he’s 
able to have more efficient plate appearances and pitch deeper into games. It’s been really great to see. He’s been a huge presence in our 
starting rotation.” 
 
Q: What’s the latest on Carlos Carrasco? 
 
CA: “He’s doing well. Thankfully we avoided [anything serious].It was a big scare, because it could have been a lot worse. He still has some 
swelling — not unexpectedly. He got hit pretty good on the arm — but no damage to the bone or the joint. Now it’s just a question of getting the 
swelling out of there and then building back up a throwing program from there. But, he’s doing well.” 
 
Q: With the recent additions to the bullpen — guys like Neil Ramirez and Oliver Perez — and the improvement from the relievers overall of late, 
are you less likely to pursue relief help via trade? 
 
CA: “I don’t think so, Paul. I think this time of year we will always be looking for ways to improve our team. In the years in which we’re in 
contention, I think that’s been the way we’ve operated in the past and that’s how we’ve continued to operate this year. Really since the day after 
the Draft, the intensity and frequency of trade conversations have picked up and we’re actively seeking ways where we can improve the team, 
whether that’s in the bullpen or elsewhere.” 
 
Q: Did you guys in on Kelvin Herrera before the Royals traded him to the Nationals? 
 
CA: “I won’t get into specific guys, but I think it’s safe to say that we’ve been aggressive in looking for ways to improve the team. And, if there 
are guys that are out there that might be available, we’re exploring it.” 
 
Q: Over the past several years, the team has played better in the second half. Does that help knowing that going forward when a team has had 
ups and downs through the first few months? 



CA: “We don’t plan for that. We try to win as many games as quickly as we can, as frequently as we can. It’s encouraging, though, that we do 
have a backdrop in that this group of guys under Tito has typically played its best baseball in the second half, but there’s urgency every day to 
try to win a game. The good news is, despite maybe us not playing as well as we collectively could as a group, we’re still in first place in our 
division and have a lead on some of the other teams. Now, that doesn’t mean anything moving forward, but what it means is today the 
opportunity that we have is that we haven’t dug ourselves a hole. So, that’s at least the encouraging sign.” 
 
Q: A few of the relievers will be eligible for free agency after this season. Does that impact the kind of relievers you may target via trade? Would 
you prefer to go after guys with multiple years of control? 
 
CA: “I think, again, as we always approach opportunities to acquire players, we try to take a multi-year approach. It was evident in our trades in 
2016. We targeted players that could have an impact beyond just that season. Now, sometimes those players aren’t available and you can’t 
align on value and you end up trading for guys like we did last year with Joe Smith or getting Jay Bruce late. That’s just the opportunity that was 
available to us. We’ll explore both. We’ll explore guys that are pending free agents, but we’ll also be active in trying to acquire players that could 
impact not only this season, but our teams moving forward.” 
 
Q: How important have Neil Ramirez and Oliver Perez been for stabilizing the bullpen some? 
 
CA: “Really important. Those guys have at least given [pitching coach Carl Willis] and Tito some options to go to late in the game and have 
pitched in some high-leverage situations and have had success doing it. So, hopefully, that can provide some stability for us moving forward.” 
 
Q: Have you had any discussions with any of your own potential free agents yet? 
 
CA: “Those are conversations we typically have during in offseason and in Spring Training — not something we usually engage in during the 
season. Not to say it’s a hard-and-fast rule, but that’s typically the way we’ve operated. We did talk with each of those guys over the course of 
the winter and in Spring Training and had some discussions with them about where we were, where we were positioned and what the future 
could be moving forward. But, we have not had those conversations during the season.” 
 
Q: Is Trevor Bauer an example of a pitcher who reached a high level of success, but not necessarily in alignment with the timeline people 
expected? 
 
CA: “I think there are a lot of examples out there that demonstrate how hard it is to predict what people will go on and do in the future and I 
think we try to have enough humility to know that. To know what someone else is capable of doing is a futile attempt, because ultimately they’re 
going to dictate that. Our job is to provide the best tools, environment, resources and opportunities, which is important, for those guys to 
succeed and flourish and be the best versions of themselves they can be. 
 
“One of the things that we have always appreciated about Trevor, specifically, is his relentless desire to improve. No matter how well he’s done, 
he is seeking to be better. He wants to be the best pitcher on the planet and is relentlessly motivated to do that. And I think what we’ve seen is 
a continued maturation and progression as a pitcher, as a professional and as a teammate and it’s been fun to watch and be a part of.” 
 
Q: What have you thought about what you’ve seen so far from Adam Plutko and Shane Bieber as they’ve helped shore up the back of the 
rotation? 
 
CA: “The great thing about both of those guys is that they’ve earned their opportunity in which they’ve pitched. Adam rebounded form a tough 
year last year where he had some injuries and got off to a really good start this year, and maybe got back to some of the things that allowed 
him to be successful throughout his college career and his Minor League career. Now that he’s back to doing those things, he’s seeing it can 
translate to the Major League level and be successful. 
 
“Shane has continued his development as a pitcher and really has thrived in every single challenge that has been put in front of him, and met 
that head on and proved that he’s capable of succeeding. The next thing for him is continuing his development and maturation at the Major 
League level. 
Both of those guys have provided a great lift to us in the opportunities that they’ve gotten so far in the rotation and we confident giving them the 
ball going forward.” 
 
Q: What could the ceiling be for Bieber? 
 
CA: “I think a separator for Shane is not just that he’s in the strike zone, but that he can command the ball within the strike zone, both with his 
fastball and his offspeed. Believe it or not, what we’ve seen at the Major League level, he’s not quite where he’s been in the past. He’s typically 
demonstrated better command than he’s showed up here, because he can really manipulate the ball, use all quadrants of the strike zone with 
his fastball and also has a really good feel for his breaking ball. I think what will continue as Shane gets more comfortable and gets more 
comfortable with the environment, the level, the ball, that command will continue to improve. 
 
“Again, Shane is a guy that may not have been the most highly-regarded player at the time he was chosen [in the Draft], but a great job by our 
scouts not just identifying the physical attributes of success, but also the personal attributes for success, because Shane is another one of 
those guys that is incredibly motivated. He has impeccable routines, he takes care of himself, he controls all of the things he can control to be 
the best pitcher he can be. When you have that type of commitment and mindset, it’s pretty cool to see the development that can happen. And 
Shane is — as good as he was when he was drafted him — he’s continued to get better and better each year. That’s a credit to his work and his 
mindset.” 
 



Q: There has been a lot of turnover in the outfield. What have you thought of the production of that group, given all the adversity, and also the 
play of Michael Brantley? 
 
CA: “There’s been a lot of movement in the outfield, and we’ve had a lot of combinations of players playing out there, but we continue to think 
we have a good group of which to choose. We do feel like we do need to get a bit more consistency from center field and right field. Hopefully, 
now that guys are now back, we can find a bit more continuity there. On the flip side of that, Michael Brantley has been impeccably consistent. 
He’s been the Michael Brantley we’re all accustomed to see when he’s healthy, and for him to not only perform at a high level, but manage the 
amount of volume he’s had this year and the amount of plate appearances and innings he’s played in the outfield, has been a huge boost to our 
team.” 
 
Q: How important will it be for Bradley Zimmer — given his build and skill-set — to figure out what kind of hitter he wants to be in the Majors? 
 
CA: “That’s a really important point, and something we continue to talk with Bradley about, and as a source of conversation between our hitting 
people, Tito, our Major League staff, our Minor League staff, and Bradley. Because, I think what we’ve seen is he’s capable of being a really 
effective Major League player, and a good Major League hitter. We’re working with him to get back to that point. But, he’s now gone through 
that process that, it’s one thing to talk about those things — what type of adjustments a player might have to make at the Major League level to 
have success — it’s another thing entirely to experience that first hand once the league starts to know your strengths, know your weaknesses as 
a hitter, and tries its best to exploit those.” 
 
Q: You have seen nearly three months worth of at-bats from Jason Kipnis now. Do you still have confidence that he can return to the form he’s 
shown in previous seasons? 
 
CA: “I believe he can be the player we’ve seen in the past. I think we’ve seen signs of that at different points during this season, but have yet to 
see that consistent level of performance. I know no one is more frustrated about it than Kip, but he’s continued to maintain a good mind-set 
about finding a way out and finding a way to contribute to help the team win. I think we saw it again the other night, what he’s capable of doing. 
And hopefully he can have more nights like that.” 
 
Q: What do you think is behind Kipnis’ struggles? 
 
CA: “I’m not sure it’s as easy as pointing your finger on any one thing. Offensively, he just hasn’t been able to find that same consistency. Early 
in the season, he was having really good at-bats, hitting the ball hard. He just hit into some bad luck. And when those things build over time, it’s 
human nature just to start to try to change things. When you do that, sometimes you can end up chasing your tail a little bit. So, I think the 
emphasis with Kip is to identify those things that allow you to be the hitter you’ve been in the past and allow you to be successful and let’s make 
sure we stay consistent with those. And Kip’s embraced that, but it’s a lot easier said than done.” 
 
Q: What is it about Jose Ramirez that has made him so consistent? 
 
CA: “I think Jose never gives away an at-bat. Every single at-bat that he’s up there, he is competing and finding a way to try to get a pitch to hit 
and hit it hard somewhere. And some of the skills that we had seen in the Minor Leagues with him — just a good ability to put the ball in play, 
manage the strike zone, when he swings, he very rarely misses — those same attributes are now playing out at the Major League level with 
more power behind it. So now, not only is he putting those balls in play, but he’s hitting balls hard somewhere.” 
 
Q: How much does it help the dynamic of your lineup when Yan Gomes is hitting the way he has been of late? 
 
CA: “Well, when we’re at our best as a team, we’re getting those contributions throughout our lineup. Tito talks about it all the time, about 
keepinng the line moving. And when you have guys that are hitting towards the bottom of the lineup, or that second half of the lineup, 
contributing the way Gomer has, it just makes it that much more difficult for a pitching staff to navigate its way through it. So, when Yan or 
‘Berto can have nights like they have the past few, that adds an entirely different element to our team and makes us that much more difficult to 
get through nine innings without us scoring.” 
 

Indians 12, White Sox 0: Corey Kluber records 11th win as Indians easily  

By Ryan Lewis 

CLEVELAND: The Chicago White Sox probably couldn’t wait to board their flight out of Cleveland and forget the one-sided series that 
concluded Wednesday with a 12-0 Indians win, securing a three-game sweep. 

The Indians (40-33) outscored the White Sox 24-5 in the series, easily dispatching their rebuilding American League Central foe each time. 

Corey Kluber became the third consecutive starter to have little trouble navigating the White Sox (24-49) lineup, joining Trevor Bauer and Mike 
Clevinger, by allowing one hit in seven scoreless innings to go with seven strikeouts. Those three starters combined to allow one run and strike 
out 25 batters in 21⅔ innings. 

Kluber improved his record to 11-3, the first major-league pitcher with 11 wins this season. 

It was also somewhat of a rebound outing for Kluber, who looked more human in his previous start in which he allowed four runs in five innings 
to the Minnesota Twins. 

“I’d say for the middle innings I kind of felt off again but I think I just did a better job of adjusting to it and figuring out how to work through it than 
I did last time,” said Kluber, though he didn’t allow a hit in the middle innings. “Last time, I couldn’t make that adjustment. I made some bad 



pitches and it hurt me. Today I was able to kind of work through it and adjust some things from pitch-to-pitch. I think when you can make those 
adjustments quicker, even if things do feel off you can kinda try and find that new normal.” 

With Kluber on the mound, Wednesday’s game was just about put out of reach three batters into the bottom of the first inning. Facing White 
Sox starting pitcher Reynaldo Lopez, Francisco Lindor walked, Michael Brantley reached on an error and Jose Ramirez belted a three-run 
home run to right-center field, his 22nd of the season to put him one off the major-league pace set by Mike Trout with 23. 

Leading 5-0, the Indians put the game away with a six-run sixth, highlighted by Edwin Encarnacion’s two-run double and Jason Kipnis’ three-
run home run, his sixth of the season, to make it 11-0. 

Kipnis now has six hits, five RBI, four runs scored and two home runs in his past four games. 

“I do think he’s taking more good swings,” Indians manager Terry Francona said. “I think there’s more good swings. I think he looks more 
confident. It looks like when he swings now there’s more conviction in going to get the ball. I think he’ll be just fine.” 

Yonder Alonso added a three-hit day with an RBI, two runs scored and a walk, and Yan Gomes drove two doubles off the left field wall to go 
with a run scored and a walk. 

Lonnie Chisenhall was a late scratch with bilateral calf soreness, the continuation of the calf injury that has plagued him since last season. 
Francona said that Chisenhall didn’t aggravate anything, but that they were “barking a little bit.” 

“He told us this morning when he came in his calves were just stiff kind of,” Francona said. “Both of them. So, he went out and loosened up and 
we thought he was OK. And then the more he thought about it, he just wasn’t comfortable.” 
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Indians notebook: Mike Clevinger, Trevor Bauer find  a baseball relationship that’s finding results 

By Ryan Lewis 

CLEVELAND: Trevor Bauer is calculated in every facet of his baseball life. Mike Clevinger is unorganized and free, enjoying the beautiful 
randomness of both the game and life. 

Bauer delves into spread sheets and spin rates and data and research. Clevinger doesn’t want to bog down his mind, clouding it with any 
unnecessary details. Any image of Bauer leads you to a mad scientist in a lab, jotting down equations on a giant blackboard. Think of 
Clevinger, and he’s more-so placed in a 1960s van on the way to Woodstock, just enjoying the ride. 

The two, in some ways, are polar opposites with how they might take in information and use it to their advantage. And yet, Bauer and Clevinger 
have been paired together in a now invaluable baseball relationship. And it is one that has helped Clevinger in his breakout 2018 season. 

Bauer has talked to Clevinger about mentally attacking a tough inning as to not allow it to snowball. On Tuesday night, Clevinger said he was 
asking Bauer between innings about why things might not be clicking. And Clevinger has been following Bauer each time through the rotation, 
looking to pick up anything useful with a lineup he might be about to face. They are the Indians’ version of the odd couple. And they have 
helped one another reach new heights. 

“I watch his sequencing a lot,” Clevinger said. “I mean, we’re different pitchers. We have similar arsenals, so I’ll watch how he tunnels certain 
pitches with certain hitters and the way he attacks them, more so from the first and then the third time through. I really pay attention to it to see 
what he did. And that third time, to throw them off. And, just in between with the weighted ball stuff. He still helps me out with my routine with 
weighted balls when I get a little bit out of line and stuff like that.” 

After Clevinger’s strong start against the Chicago White Sox on Tuesday night (7⅔ innings, one earned run allowed, 10 strikeouts) he’s now 
eighth in the American League in fWAR among qualified starters at 2.30, one slot behind Corey Kluber, who has 2.50 fWAR. Clevinger’s 3.00 
ERA is 10th. His 3.19 FIP also ranks him eighth, again one spot behind Kluber. He’s been one of the better starting pitchers in the AL this 
season, all the while operating as the Indians’ No. 4 starting pitcher (before Carlos Carrasco’s placement on the DL). 

It’s been harped on repeatedly, but Clevinger’s goal before the season was clear: throw 200 innings. That means being efficient enough, good 
enough and conditioned enough to be able to do it. When he’s struggled, he’s been critical of himself. When he’s pitched well but he didn’t 
finish strong, he’s been critical of himself. He wants to be able to go deeper into starts without Indians manager Terry Francona having a quick 
trigger finger. 

He’s thrown 99 innings before the halfway mark of the season, the seventh-most innings among AL starting pitchers. And he’s proving he’s 
joined the ranks of Kluber, Bauer and Carrasco as pitchers who Francona can trust later into games. 

“He’s earned it, every bit of it,” Francona said. “He’s doing everything you would ever ask of any guy, but a young guy. He works hard, he’s 
prepared, he competes like crazy, he’s got three good pitches that seem to be getting better. It’s fun as you watch young guys earn trust and 
see how far he’s come in a couple years. It gets exciting. We’re looking always for reasons to have the glass be half full. He gives you a lot of 
reason to feel that way.” 

Bauer files lawsuit 

Bauer on June 4 filed a lawsuit against a Louisiana-based trainer for the unauthorized use of his likeness, according to a Yahoo Sports report. 

The suit accuses Brent Pourciau, who owns and operates TopVelocity training academy, of violating state and federal laws put into place to 
protect an individual’s right of publicity. 

“It’s important to me that people use the internet as a tool to learn,” Bauer told Yahoo Sports in an interview. “I wish I had YouTube when I was 
growing up, and it’s the reason I have videos on my website. I want people to understand baseball and pitching better, but I also want to make 
sure they don’t think I’m endorsing something that I wasn’t.” 
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Indians 12, White Sox 0: 10 Walk-Off Thoughts on Co rey Kluber back to normal, monitoring usage with an e ye on October, Jason 
Kipnis with another offensive spurt within a rough season 



By Ryan Lewis 

Here are 10 Walk-Off Thoughts after the Indians’ 12-0 win over the Chicago White Sox 

1. As Corey Kluber, Trevor Bauer and Mike Clevinger continue to easily navigate pretty much any lineup the league has thrown at them—a list 
that also includes Carlos Carrasco when healthy—and the Indians remain in a non-competitive division with little legitimate resistance from the 
likes of Chicago, Detroit, Kansas City or Minnesota, the Indians all the while are keeping a close eye on each pitcher’s usage with one eye on 
each night’s game and the other trained on the postseason. 

2. Bauer might very well be conditioned to throw 500 innings in a season, so that might not be a concern. Clevinger’s goal has been to throw 
200 innings, and he’s well on his way, though the club will want to make sure he still has plenty of gas in the tank. Kluber, meanwhile, has 
certainly proven that he can handle that type of a workload, but it doesn’t mean the Indians won’t value any opportunity they can to give him a 
less taxing outing. 

3. In his most recent start prior to Wednesday, Kluber had a rare off day in which he gave up four runs in five innings. The Indians didn’t see a 
need to leave him out there and hope the offense comes up with a huge inning. So, they let him hit the showers, saving some of the wear and 
tear on his valuable right arm. On Wednesday, Kluber again didn’t need to push his pitch count up to 115 or 120 as the Indians built a 
comfortable lead. 

4. In both cases, the Indians hope, a little bit saved here or there in May or June might pay dividends in October. 

5. Said Indians president of baseball operations Chris Antonetti on monitoring pitch counts: “It’s a conversation we continue to have. I think the 
good news, as Tito shared with you, is that our guys condition to do that. And so, they’re in a good spot. But it’s something we’ll continue to be 
mindful of as we go through the season. So, one of the things we look at in addition to just pitch count is how do guys respond in their recovery 
after they start. How does their body feel? What level of fatigue do they have. And then we also look for other markers of fatigue while they’re 
pitching. So far, guys have maintained really good strength levels and have been able to maintain their condition. But, its something we’re 
cognizant of and we would like to manage maybe a little bit better moving forward. And hopefully now that we have a little more continuity in our 
bullpen that’s an option for us to do.” 

6. Added Kluber: “Yeah hopefully in the long run there’ll be a benefit to it. It’s hard to say immediately, but the idea is to try to—when the game 
is sort of out of hand like that, if he has the opportunity to kind of save guys a couple bullets, then why not?” 

7. It’s no secret that Jason Kipnis has had a rough 2018 season. It was only recently that he was able to reach his head above the Mendoza 
Line. There have been a few offensive spurts, but nothing that has been sustained. Over the last four games, he has again swung the bat well, 
totaling six hits, five RBI, four runs scored and two home runs. He drilled a three-run home run on Wednesday that acted as the finishing 
touches on a one-sided game. 

8. Said Francona: “I do think he’s taking more good swings. Even the line-out today before the home run. I think there’s more good swings. I 
think he looks more confident. It looks like when he swings now there’s more conviction in going to get the ball. I think he’ll be just fine.” 

9. Kipnis is now hitting .208 with six home runs and a 67 wRC+, according to FanGraphs. He’s a long way from where he wants to be and 
where the Indians need him to be. It was only last September when Kipnis all of a sudden was without a position and took on center field in the 
postseason. He was as driven as ever coming into spring training, but the results haven’t followed. When he was moved down in the lineup, his 
message to Francona was essentially that he knows he hasn’t been giving enough to the No. 2 spot in the order. 

10. Said Antonetti: “I’m not sure it’s as easy as pointing your finger on any one thing. Offensively, he just hasn’t been able to find that same 
consistency. Early in the season, he was having really good at-bats, hitting the ball hard. He just hit into some bad luck. And when those things 
build over time, it’s human nature just to start to try to change things. When you do that, sometimes you can end up chasing your tail a little bit. 
So, I think the emphasis with Kip is to identify those things thatt allow you to be the hitter you’ve been in the past and allow you to be successful 
and let’s make sure we stay consistent with those. And Kip’s embraced that, but it’s a lot easier said than done.” 
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Lonnie Chisenhall scratched from Cleveland Indians l ineup Wednesday with two sore calf muscles 

By Joe Noga 

CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Outfielder Lonnie Chisenhall was scratched from the Cleveland Indians' starting lineup prior to Tuesday's game against 
the Chicago White Sox at Progressive Field. 

Chisenhall experienced bi-lateral calf soreness, the team announced. Rajai Davis was inserted in the No. 9 spot in manager Terry Francona's 
batting order and Tyler Naquin, who was originally slated to start in center field, was moved to right field. 

"He told us this morning when he came in his calves were, they were just stiff kind of, both of them," manager Terry Francona said. "He got 
some treatment today. He's going to come in tomorrow and get treatment. He didn't re-aggravate anything. They're just both kind of barking a 
little bit." 

Chisenhall, who missed 50 games from April 8 through June 4 with a strained right calf muscle, also missed 45 games in 2017 with the same 
injury. 

Corey Kluber tosses a gem, Jose Ramirez and Jason Kip nis homer as Cleveland Indians down Chicago White So x, 12-0 

By Joe Noga 

CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Corey Kluber was nearly unhittable and the Cleveland Indians offense couldn't miss Wednesday in an 12-0 victory 
against the Chicago White Sox at Progressive Field. 

Jose Ramirez and Jason Kipnis slugged three-run homers and Indians hitters continued to make the White Sox pay for mistakes both in the 
field and in the strike zone. 



Kluber (11-3, 2.10) bounced back from a very un-Kluberlike start on June 15 that saw him lose to Minnesota for the first time in six outings. 
Wednesday's Kluber was much more familiar, striking out seven and allowing just one walk. A base hit by Omar Narvaez in the second inning 
was all the offense Chicago could muster against the two-time American League Cy Young Award winner. 

Kluber said he couldn't make the adjustment fast enough in his last outing when his mechanics felt a little "out of whack." But he found the right 
formula during Wednesday's outing. 

"Today I was able to kind of work through it and adjust some things from pitch-to-pitch. I think when you can make those adjustments quicker, 
even if things do feel off you can kinda try and find that new normal."  

Kluber faced one batter over the minimum through seven innings, issuing a walk to Charlie Tilson in the third inning before Tilson was erased 
on a steal attempt by Indians catcher Yan Gomes. He retired 13 straight after the walk to Tilson before exiting after seven brilliant innings and 
96 pitches. 

"It's nice we scored and we spread it out," manager Terry Francona said. "You don't have him reaching back going 115 (pitches). Not that he 
can't, but it's nice to maybe save an inning here and there, because he'll need it later." 

Kluber moved ahead of New York's Luis Severino and Washington's Max Scherzer for the MLB lead in wins by a pitcher. He entered second in 
the AL in WHIP (0.84) and third in earned run average (2.24). 

The win improved Kluber's record to 6-1 with a 1.32 ERA in seven starts against AL Central Division teams. He also moved to 7-1 at home in 
nine starts, giving him sole possession of the major-league lead in home victories. 

White Sox starting pitcher Reynaldo Lopez (2-4, 3.59) dropped to 0-2 against the Indians in 2018, allowing four earned runs on six hits in 4 1/3 
innings. 

After Francisco Lindor's leadoff walk, Chicago second baseman Yoan Moncada couldn't handle a Michael Brantley grounder. Moncada's error 
allowed Brantley to reach base and sent Lindor to third, setting the stage for Ramirez's 386-foot shot to right center that gave the Indians a 3-0 
lead. 

It was the fifth error committed by Chicago's defense in the series. 

Ramirez moved into a tie for second in the American League with his 22nd home run of the season. He joins Boston's J.D. Martinez, one 
behind L.A.'s Mike Trout. 

Ramirez is tied for the fourth-most home runs by an Indians hitter through the team's first 73 games. He matches Albert Belle (1994) and Jim 
Thome (1997) at 22 and trails Rocky Colavito (23 in 1959) and both Al Rosen (25 in 1950) and Belle (25 in 1995). 

Ramirez also became the first Indians hitter to drive in 50 runs in the team's first 73 games since Victor Martinez and Mark DeRosa both did so 
in 2009. The home run extended Ramirez's consecutive games of reaching base to 28, a career high. 

"He's just a baseball player," Francona said. "He just likes to play. Even when we told him today we'd give him a couple innings off. He kind of 
thought about it a little bit. He just likes to play baseball and he's really good." 

Cleveland added six runs in the sixth inning, sending nine batters to the plate against Chicago reliever Bruce Rondon as Edwin Encarnacion 
delivered a two-run double with the bases loaded and Kipnis homered for the second time in three games. Kipnis' three-run home run gave him 
six on the season to go along with 30 RBI.  

"I do think he's taking more good swings," Francona said of Kipnis. "He looks more confident. It looks like when he swings now there's more 
conviction in going to get the ball." 

The Indians were 5-for-15 with runners in scoring position, including an RBI double by Yonder Alonso in the fifth inning and an RBI single by 
Rajai Davis in the fourth. Alonso added a base hit in the eighth for his fourth three-hit game of the season. 

"Any time you have multiple innings like that, making it stressful for the opposing pitcher, it always leads to good things," Alonso said. "Today, 
we were running the bases really well. We were stealing bags and obviously that set up a lot of good things for our offense." 

What it means 

Cleveland stays unbeaten at home against the White Sox with its second three-game series sweep, 8-2 overall against the South Siders. The 
Tribe was 13-6 against the White Sox in 2017. 

Streak snapped 

One streak that did come to an end Wednesday was the team's consecutive steals mark at 23. Brantley was thrown out by White Sox catcher 
Omar Narvaez attempting to swipe third on the front end of a double-steal with Encarnacion in the third inning. Brantley was originally ruled 
safe, but the call was overturned following a Chicago managerial challenge. 

It was the first time a Cleveland base stealer was caught since Brantley was thrown out by Chicago Cubs catcher Wilson Contreras on May 23, 
marking a franchise record since the stat became official in 1920. 

Doink 

Alonso's RBI double in the fifth came with a price. As the Tribe first baseman pulled into second base, Chicago right fielder Daniel Palka's throw 
from the warning track nailed him in the right shoulder and skipped all the way to Tim Anderson at shortstop. 

The pitches 

Kluber threw 96 pitches, 65 (68 percent) for strikes. Lopez threw 97 pitches, 58 (60 percent) for strikes. 

Thanks for coming 

The Indians and White Sox drew 23,101 fans to Progressive Field for a Wednesday matinee that was played under overcast skies. First pitch 
was at 1:10 p.m. with a game time temperature of 70 degrees. 



Next 

The Indians get an off day Thursday before welcoming the Detroit Tigers to Progressive Field for a three-game weekend series beginning at 
7:10 p.m. Friday. Rookie right-hander Shane Bieber (1-0, 3.97) will start for Cleveland and veteran Mike Fiers (5-3, 4.09) gets the call for 
Detroit. SportsTime Ohio, WTAM and WMMS will broadcast the game. 

On Corey Kluber, Jose Ramirez and tranquil victories  by the Cleveland Indians 

By Paul Hoynes, 

CLEVELAND, Ohio - Before Wednesday's game, Jose Ramirez was bouncing around the clubhouse. One moment he was shaking hands with 
reporters, the next he was challenging Adam Plutko to a video game. 

Cody Allen and Zach McAllister were playing Ping Pong in the middle of the Tribe clubhouse. There hasn't been a Ping Pong table in the 
clubhouse since Charlie Manuel was manager. 

Manuel, who managed the Indians from 2000 until he was fired at the All-Star break in 2002, got mad one year at the Tribe's lackluster play and 
had the Ping Pong table and all the couches removed from the locker room. The couches eventually returned. The Ping Pong table has been 
MIA until this homestand. 

In the far corner of the locker room, Corey Kluber was talking to clubhouse manager Tony Amato. Kluber was smiling, enjoying the 
conversation. 

Out of this tranquil setting, the Indians beat the overmatched White Sox, 12-0, at Progressive Field. Ramirez hit a three-run homer in the first 
inning and Kluber pitched seven scoreless innings, retiring the last 14 batters he faced. 

Another @Indians pitching reel post? 

This one courtesy of #CyKluber [?] [?] #RallyTogether pic.twitter.com/gvf1pszHsP 

-- Cleveland Indians (@Indians) June 20, 2018 

If it is possible to beat a team, 12-0, and do it tranquilly, well, that's how the Indians did it. They had 12 hits, stole three bases and held White 
Sox to two hits. It almost seemed scripted. 

Chicago manager Rick Renteria, who has watched his team go 24-49, was ejected in the sixth inning after Yoan Moncada took a called third 
strike to become the 11th straight out recorded by Kluber. But even Renteria's ejection didn't raise the heartbeat of the game. 

Renteria must have been ejected from the dugout because by the time he reached home plate all his fire and fury had been extinguished. His 
conversation with plate umpire Will Little couldn't have lasted more than a couple of minutes. Lou Piniella would have at least punted his cap. 

Kluber gave up one hit, a double in the second inning. After that he faced the minimum over the next 5 1/3 innings. Charlie Tilson walked to 
start the third, but catcher Yan Gomes threw him out trying to steal second. 

People thought something was wrong with Kluber in his last start. He pitched just five innings, allowing four runs, while walking a batter for the 
first time since May 8 in a 6-3 loss to the Twins. Well, he seemed to be just fine Wednesday. 

"I think he looked all right," said manager Terry Francona, tongue in cheek. 

The placid Kluber (11-3, 2.10) lives by the routine. When he plays catch, there is a meaning behind every throw he makes. The same with the 
rest of his work between starts. 

"He's really strong," said pitching coach Carl Willis. "He does a lot of work in the weight room. You have to be strong in order to repeat your 
delivery like he does." 

While he was retiring 14 straight White Sox, Kluber said he felt a little out of sorts with his delivery. The same thing happened to him against the 
Twins. 

"But I think I just did a better of job of adjusting to it and figuring out how to work through it than I did the last time," said Kluber. 

Imagine feeling out-of-whack and still retiring 14 straight batters. What must Kluber feel like on a good day? 

Maybe it's all tied into the Kluber's beard. It's not ZZ Top length yet, but it's getting there. 

Find a friend who takes care of you the way @MrLapara takes care of @Encadwin. [?] pic.twitter.com/fk4Wwybr9i 

-- SportsTime Ohio (@SportsTimeOhio) June 20, 2018 

Ramirez has hit 22 home runs with 50 RBI in 72 games. He's tied with Boston's J.D. Martinez for second place in the AL home run race. Mike 
Trout leads with 23 homers, but Ramirez has more  

RBI (50 to 48). 

Francona took Ramirez out of the game in the seventh inning to give him a break going into Thursday's off day. Ramirez was not exactly 
pleased with the idea. 

"He kind of thought about it a little bit," said Francona. "He just likes to play baseball and he's really good." 

Ramirez was nowhere to be found in the locker room after the game. His chair was pushed up against his locker and his favorite video game 
was deserted. The Ping Pong table was silent as well. 

All the hard work had already been done. Tranquilly, of course. 
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Indians notes: Lonnie Chisenhall dealing with more c alf issues 
Chris Assenheimer ByChris Assenheimer | The Chronicle -TelegramPublished on June 20, 2018 | Updated 2:06 a . m. 
CLEVELAND — Here we go again? 
 
Right fielder Lonnie Chisenhall missed close to two months with a right calf strain — the same injury that sidelined him for the majority of the 
second half last year and limited him to a bench role in the Division Series. 
 
He returned June 4 and has been playing well, batting .385 (15-for-39) with four RBIs in 13 games through Tuesday, but Chisenhall was 
scratched from the lineup prior to Wednesday’s series finale against the White Sox with soreness in both calves. 
 
“He told us this morning when he came in his calves were, they were just stiff kind of. Both of them,” manager Terry Francona said. “So he went 
out and loosened up and we thought he was OK. And then the more he thought about it, he just wasn’t comfortable. 
 
“He got some treatment. He’s going to come in (today) and get treatment. He didn’t re-aggravate anything. They’re just both kind of barking a 
little bit.” 
 
Chisenhall has been unable to avoid injuries over the past three seasons, spending stints on the injured list each year. 
 
In other injury news: 
 
Left-hander Andrew Miller (right knee inflammation) is back with the team after dealing with a personal issue, but there is still no timetable for 
his return. For the time being, team president Chris Antonetti said Miller would continue to throw bullpen sessions. 
 
“He still has to go through a progression to get back to game activity, and he’s not quite there yet,” Antonetti said of the reliever, who has been 
sidelined since May 26 during his second DL stint of the season. “Given the amount of time he’s missed, when he’s ready, we’ll transition him 
by having him do a (minor league) rehab assignment. How long and how many (appearances), we don’t have any idea yet. I would expect that 
he will pitch in minor league games at some point.” 
 
Antonetti is confident Miller’s knee is healing properly. 
 
“It’s getting better. It’s getting stronger, more stable,” he said. “He’s done a lot of work with not only our trainers, but with (head strength and 
conditioning coach) Joe Kessler in the weight room, just to get more stability to that knee and he’s definitely making progress on it.” 
 
** Antonetti also provided an update on right-hander Carlos Carrasco, who was placed on the 10-day disabled list Sunday after being struck on 
the right elbow by a line drive off the bat of Minnesota’s Joe Mauer on Saturday. 
 
“He’s doing well,” Antonetti said. “It was a big scare. Because it could have been a lot worse. He still has some swelling, not unexpectedly. He 
got hit pretty good on the arm, but no damage to the bone or the joint. Now it’s just a question of getting the swelling out of there and then 
building back up a throwing program from there. But he’s doing well.” 
 
Tough times 
 
Jason Kipnis appeared poised for a bounce-back season after a positive spring training performance, but it’s been a struggle for the second 
baseman, who was batting .208 with five home runs and 27 RBIs in 67 games through Tuesday. 
 
“I’m not sure it’s as easy as pointing your finger on any one thing,” Antonetti said of Kipnis’ struggles. “Offensively, he just hasn’t been able to 
find that same consistency. Early in the season, he was having really good at-bats, hitting the ball hard. He just hit into some bad luck. And 
when those things build over time, it’s human nature just to start to try to change things. When you do that, sometimes you can end up chasing 
your tail a little bit. 
 
“I think the emphasis with Kip is to identify those things that allow you to be the hitter you’ve been in the past and allow you to be successful 
and let’s make sure we stay consistent with those. And Kip’s embraced that, but it’s a lot easier said than done.” 
 
Next up 
 
The Indians are off today, wrapping up the homestand with a three-game series against Detroit that begins Friday night at 7:10. 
 
Shane Bieber (1-0, 3.97 ERA) opens the set against right-hander Mike Fiers (5-3, 4.09), while Trevor Bauer (6-5, 2.50) goes for Cleveland on 
Saturday 
(6:10 p.m). The Tigers have yet to name a starter. 
 
Mike Clevinger (6-2, 3.00) starts the series finale Sunday (1:10 p.m.), while Detroit counters with lefty Matthew Boyd (4-5, 3.63). 
 
The Indians are 22-13 against Central Division opponents, including a 15-4 mark at home. 
 
Roundin’ third 
 



The Indians’ consecutive stolen base streak ended at 23 when Michael Brantley was caught on a double-steal attempt in the third inning. 
Brantley was originally ruled safe at third base, but the call was overturned. 
 
** Francisco Lindor recorded his 29th multihit game Tuesday, the second-most in the AL behind Seattle’s Jean Segura (32). 
 
** Right-hander Neil Ramirez has not allowed a run in his last 11 appearances. 
 
SPORTS Corey Kluber back to dominating self as India ns complete sweep of White Sox with 12-0 romp 
Chris Assenheimer ByChris Assenheimer | The Chronicle -TelegramPublished on June 20, 2018 | Updated 2:51 a . m. 
CLEVELAND — Anyone questioning whether there was something wrong with Corey Kluber after he had his first poor outing of the season his 
last time out, got an emphatic answer Wednesday afternoon at Progressive Field. 
 
Returning to the Cy Young form he’s displayed for pretty much the entire year, Kluber got back on the winning track, pitching a dominant seven 
innings in a 12-0 rout of the White Sox. 
 
Kluber became the first pitcher in the majors to reach 11 wins as the Indians won their fourth straight, completed a three-game sweep and 
recorded their league-high seventh shutout. 
 
“I think he’s all right,” joked manager Terry Francona of Kluber, who allowed just a hit and struck out seven against one walk to lower his ERA 
to 2.10 over 16 starts. “It seems like every five days you try to come up with maybe something different to say (about him), but my goodness, 
his level of consistency is so high that it’s just fun to watch. 
 
“And it’s nice. We scored. We spread it out. So you don’t have him reaching back, going 115 (pitches). Not that he can’t, but it’s nice to maybe 
save an inning here and there, because he’ll need it later.” 
 
It was the second straight time Kluber was removed prematurely as the Indians attempt to keep their ace as fresh as possible. He left his last 
start after five innings and threw under 100 pitches Wednesday. 
 
“Hopefully in the long run there’ll be a benefit to it,” said Kluber, who has logged over 200 innings in each of the last four seasons. “It’s hard to 
say immediately, but the idea is to try to ... when the game is sort of out of hand like that, if (Francona) has the opportunity to kind of save guys 
a couple bullets, then why not?” 
 
Kluber said he battled his mechanics in his previous outing against Minnesota when he allowed more than three runs for the first time this 
season in a 6-3 loss Friday night. 
 
According to Kluber, it was an issue again, but it was one he was able to overcome. 
 
“I’d say for the middle innings I kind of felt off again but I think I just did a better job of adjusting to it and figuring out how to work through it than 
I did last time,” said Kluber, who retired the side in order in five of his seven innings. “Last time, I couldn’t make that adjustment. I made some 
bad pitches and it hurt me. Today I was able to kind of work through it and adjust some things from pitch to pitch. I think when you can make 
those adjustments quicker, even if things do feel off, you can kind of try and find that new normal.” 
 
The Indians backed Kluber with plenty of offense, scoring three times in the opening inning on Jose Ramirez’s 22nd home run, before breaking 
it open with a six-run sixth. 
 
“Obviously when you have a horse like that in Corey going out there and doing his thing, that’s a plus,” said first baseman Yonder Alonso, who 
had three hits, including an RBI double in the fifth. “We understand that he’s going to obviously do his thing. He’s going to keep us in the 
ballgame and we just have to pretty much take over.” 
 
Struggling second baseman Jason Kipnis hit a three-run homer to cap the big sixth inning. After hitting only one homer over his first 48 games, 
Kipnis has gone deep five times over his last 20. 
 
“I do think he’s taking more good swings,” Francona said, “even the lineouts today before the home run. I think there’s more good swings. I 
think he looks more confident. It looks like when he swings now there’s more conviction in going to get the ball. I think he’ll be just fine.” 
 
Tyler Naquin returned to the lineup after a two-game absence but his hitting streak came to an end at 11 games. It was the longest active 
streak in the American League. 
 
Kluber is first to 11 wins, Indians rout White Sox 
By Brian Dulik, The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND >> Corey Kluber shut down the White Sox and became the first pitcher with 11 wins this season. So what else is new for the 
reigning AL Cy Young winner? 
 
Kluber allowed one hit over seven dominant innings and retired his final 14 batters Wednesday as the Cleveland Indians routed Chicago 12-0. 
The right-hander struck out seven and issued a lone walk in his latest masterpiece. 
 
“Every five days, you try to come up with maybe something different to say about him, but my goodness,” Indians manager Terry Francona 
said. “His level of consistency is so high that, man, it’s just fun to watch. And it’s nice.” 



Jose Ramirez and Jason Kipnis hit three-run homers for Cleveland, which swept the three-game series by a 24-5 margin. The Indians have 
won 17 of their last 21 games against the White Sox at Progressive Field, including all six this season. 
Kluber (11-3) only permitted a second-inning single past third base by Omar Narvaez and a third-inning walk to Charlie Tilson, throwing 96 
pitches before giving way to George Kontos to begin the eighth. Josh Tomlin surrendered a double to Jose Abreu in the ninth before completing 
the combined two-hitter. 
 
“Hopefully in the long run, there will be a benefit to not throwing as many pitches as I usually do,” said Kluber, who now has one more victory 
than Washington’s Max Scherzer and the Yankees’ Luis Severino. “When the game is sort of out of hand like that, if (Francona) has the 
opportunity to save me a couple bullets, then why not?” 
 
Yonder Alonso added three hits and Yan Gomes doubled twice as the Indians chased White Sox righty Reynaldo Lopez (2-5) after 4 1/3 
innings. Lopez gave up five runs, four earned, and is 0-3 with an 8.31 ERA in three career starts against Cleveland. 
 
The Indians tacked on six runs in the sixth against Bruce Rondon to extend their lead to 11-0, including a two-run double by Edwin Encarnacion 
and Kipnis’ three-run shot. 
 
“We’re making it really tough for opposing pitchers, which always leads to good things,” Alonso said. “We understand that Corey is going to do 
his thing and keep us in every ballgame, so we just have to be an offensive force for him.” 
 
The White Sox matched their longest losing streak of 2018 at seven and fell to a season-low 25 games under .500. Manager Rick Renteria was 
ejected by home plate umpire Will Little in the sixth for arguing a strikeout. 
 
“He should have ejected me,” Renteria said. “He was actually pretty kind. I was calm. I was trying not to get too crazy. I just wanted to go talk to 
him. It was not a very confrontational exchange.” 
 
Ramirez put Cleveland ahead 3-0 in the first with his team-high 22nd home run, extending his on-base streak to a career-high 28 games. He 
also scored three times and stole a base. 
 
Brantley was caught stealing in the third, ending Cleveland’s franchise-record run of 23 successful stolen base attempts dating back to May 23. 
 
Indians president Chris Antonetti said LHP Andrew Miller (right knee inflammation) is throwing bullpen sessions, but not ready to go on a minor 
league rehab assignment. 
 
“He has to go through a progression to get back to game activity, and he’s not there yet,” Antonetti said. 
 
Miller is 1-3 with one save and a 4.40 ERA in 17 appearances. The two-time All-Star has been on the disabled list since May 26. 
 
White Sox >> OF Avisail Garcia (right hamstring strain) could be activated Thursday. He is hitting .333 with two homers and seven RBIs during 
a six-game rehab stint with Triple-A Charlotte. 
 
Indians >> OF Lonnie Chisenhall (bilateral calf soreness) was a late scratch. He was sidelined with a strained right calf from April 8-June 5 and 
missed six weeks in 2017 with a similar injury. 
 
White Sox >> RHP Lucas Giolito (4-7, 7.19 ERA) takes on Athletics RHP Chris Bassitt (0-2, 2.45 ERA) in the opener of a four-game series 
Thursday in Chicago. 
 
Indians >> RHP Shane Bieber (1-0, 3.97 ERA) faces Tigers RHP Mike Fiers (5-3, 4.09 ERA) as Cleveland continues its nine-game homestand 
Friday. 
 
Indians manager running out of ways to praise Corey Kluber | Jeff Schudel 
By Jeff Schudel, The News-Herald & The Morning Journal 
Pity the team that has to face Corey Kluber the start after the Indians ace has a poor pitching performance. 
 
Kluber gave up four earned runs in five innings on June 15 in a 6-3 loss to the Minnesota Twins. It was the most runs he has allowed and his 
shortest outing of the season. 
 
The Indians on June 20 faced the rebuilding Chicago White Sox, who carried a six-game losing streak into Progressive Field for the three-game 
series finale. Kluber was on the mound, and he was back to his Cy Young Award winning self in the Indians 12-0 romp. 
 
“It seems like every five days I try to come up with something different to say,” Indians manager Terry Francona said. “But my goodness — his 
level of consistency is so high that it’s just fun to watch.” 
Kluber, 11-3, pitched seven shutout innings. Chicago’s only hit off him was an opposite field single by left-hand hitting catcher Omar Narvaez in 
the top of the second. He gave up just one walk while striking out seven White Sox batters. 
The Indians outfielders had to sing to themselves to stay awake; Aside from the single by Narvaez, only four balls, all lazy flies, made it past the 
infield. 
 
And, rarity of rarities, the Indians batters supported Kluber at the plate, starting with a three-run home run by Jose Ramirez in the bottom of the 
first inning. 



How would you like to be White Sox manager Rick Renteria rallying the troops in the top of the second? 
 
“Go get ‘im, men! There’s still plenty of time!” 
 
Renteria was ejected after White Sox second baseman Yoan Moncada was called out on strikes to end the top half of the sixth inning. It was 
Kluber’s sixth strikeout and third straight 1-2-3 inning. 
 
The Indians did just about everything right and the White Sox did just about everything wrong. 
 
“From the middle innings (vs. the White Sox) I kind of felt off again, but just did a better job adjusting to it, figuring out how to work through it 
than I did last time (vs. the Twins),” Kluber said. “Last time I couldn’t make that adjustment. I made some bad pitches and it hurt me.” 
 
Kluber was being serious. He started the third inning June 20 by walking Charlie Tilson — who was caught stealing a bit later — and then 
retired 14 straight White Sox batters before taking a seat. 
 
Kluber might not be satisfied until he throws a 27-pitch complete game. 
 
Video: Terry Francona praises Kluber 
 
The Indians scored single runs in the fourth and fifth innings and six more in the sixth, highlighted by a two-run double by Edwin Encarnacion 
and a three-run homer by Kipnis. The Kipnis blast increased the Indians lead to 11-0. 
 
In between those clouts by Encarnacion and Kipnis a wild pitch by White Sox reliever Bruce Rondon allowed Ramirez to score from third. 
 
It’s Kluber’s concentration that makes him the remarkable pitcher he is — and it’s the same whether the score is 0-0 or 11-0. 
 
Kluber hasn’t lost two straight starts since losing May 9 in Houston and May 14 at home to the Twins to fall to 2-5 two years ago. He is 45-11 
since then. And in those five losses to start 2016 the Indians were shut out once, scored one run twice and two runs in a 6-2 loss to the Red 
Sox in the season opener. 
 
Schudel can be reached at JSchudel@News-Herald.com; @jsproinsider on Twitter. 
 
How Mike Clevinger evolved from a groovy skateboarde r into an All-Star candidate 
Zack Meisel 4h ago  2   
Every few minutes, Mike Clevinger inched toward an unknown destination. The wide-eyed teenager stood in line with what he estimated to be 
900 fellow freshmen on their second day at The Citadel. 
 
What are we in line for? 
 
As he neared the front, he could hear the buzzing, like a horde of frenzied cicadas. His wonder swiftly morphed into panic. 
 
Oh, my God. 
 
This line didn’t lead to an orientation session or a tour of campus or the cafeteria. It funneled freshmen into the barbershop, and there was only 
one cut on the menu. Bid adieu to every last hair atop your head. 
 
“All you heard were buzzers,” Clevinger told The Athletic. “There was no guard. People were literally bald. Not a shred of hair.” 
 
Clevinger grew frantic, pacing around as if he were readying for one of his big-league outings. He wanted to sprint home to Jacksonville, a 250-
mile dash from Charleston, South Carolina. But they had already confiscated his phone. He had to tackle Hell Week on his own. 
 
Now, Clevinger’s long, brown locks are a staple, perhaps his most recognizable feature. They dangle from his cap as he peers in for the sign 
and, as he completes his herky-jerky delivery, they sweep from side to side like the cleaning rags in a car wash. 
 
He stands out, sure. But he’s now earning attention for his effort on the mound, not his appearance or his wardrobe or the Led Zeppelin quotes 
he posts on social media. Everything he expressed before the season about emerging as a workhorse, logging 200 innings and joining Corey 
Kluber, Carlos Carrasco and Trevor Bauer as reliable rotation cogs, he has carried out. 
 
Clevinger is creating plenty of buzz of his own, and now he’s an All-Star candidate, another reason the Indians maintain high October hopes. 
 
“We’re always looking for reasons to have the glass be half full,” Terry Francona said. “He gives you a lot of reasons to feel that way.” 
 
 
Mike Clevinger boasts a 3.00 ERA this season. (Ron Vesely/Getty Images) 
Before he slapped hands with pitching coach Carl Willis on the top dugout step on Tuesday night, Clevinger kissed his glove and pointed it 
toward the stands. His longtime girlfriend and two daughters, whom the couple refer to as their “little flower children,” were on the receiving end 
of the gesture. 
 



No matter how he fares on the mound, Clevinger acknowledges them upon his exit. It’s the start of his cool-down period, a necessary departure 
from the intensity he exhibits on the rubber. When it’s time to pitch, Clevinger doesn’t just flip a switch. He smashes it with a sledgehammer. 
The relaxed, easy-going guy, always jovial and often laughing, has an alter ego. 
 
Francona has described Clevinger’s early-spring routines as if the hurler were prepping to start Game 7 of the World Series. He’ll pace back 
and forth and huff and puff before a session of live batting practice on a nondescript backfield in Goodyear, Arizona. 
 
No, that wild man isn’t mimicking a Metallica mosh pit routine. He’s just amping up to toss the baseball to some low-level, minor-league hitters 
on a Tuesday morning. 
 
“He’s gotten better at controlling himself,” Roberto Pérez said. 
 
On the days between his starts, Clevinger chats about pitch sequencing with Trevor Bauer. He watches his rotation mates complete their 
bullpen sessions. He squeezes in a few games of Fortnite at his locker. 
 
And on the days he takes the hill? 
 
“He’s a completely different animal,” Tomlin said. “He’s locked in, very competitive, very fiery. The other four days, he’s laid-back, goes with the 
flow, happy-go-lucky.” 
 
Clevinger has learned when and how to properly harness his energy. That’s one of a handful of adjustments he has incorporated during this 
transformative season. Over the winter, he focused on improving his posture and body awareness to aid his pitching mechanics. He has also 
bettered his breathing process, his pace and his ability to manage his emotions during an outing. 
 
The results: a 3.00 ERA, a 3.20 FIP and a 220-inning pace. 
 
“Being satisfied, that sounds like you’re going to roll over,” Clevinger said, “so I don’t want to say that. I just want to keep this going.” 
 
At various stops along his journey, this degree of success seemed implausible and far-fetched. After all, Clevinger quit baseball in high school, 
despite being the only freshman to make the varsity roster. He instead fixated on racking up sponsorships to subsidize his skateboarding 
hobby. 
 
Nostalgia sets in as he recalls foot-pushing the 5.5 miles to reach downtown Jacksonville, zigging and zagging on the city’s sidewalks. He was 
an outdoors kid, daring and adventurous. A local bike shop sponsored him as he entered mountain bike races. He competed in trail-riding 
circuits across Florida. Even today, he enjoys fishing and is looking forward to the offseason, when he can teach his daughters how to surf. 
 
But soon after he ditched baseball, he realized his mistake. 
 
“I found out real fast,” he said. “ ‘I fucking miss playing baseball. What am I doing?’ ” 
 
He also experienced a four-inch growth spurt, so he figured he ought to return to the diamond. It panned out, as he attended The Citadel and 
then transferred to Seminole Community College before the Angels nabbed him in the fourth round of the 2011 draft. 
 
Clevinger underwent Tommy John surgery in 2012, though, and the comeback process proved arduous and faith-shaking. It sapped him of his 
confidence and pushed him to consider alternative career paths. Could he be a biologist? Should he search for jobs involving wildlife control? 
 
“Everyone’s telling me I can come back,” he said, “but it’s not a for-sure thing. I definitely had to explore my Plan B.” 
 
The Indians swooped in and plucked Clevinger from the Angels in a swap for Vinnie Pestano in August 2014, a heist that should sit atop Chris 
Antonetti’s résumé. 
 
“We knew he would be this,” Mike Chernoff said to The Athletic, with more than a hint of sarcasm. 
 
The teams exchanged several names before they settled on Clevinger at the recommendation of scout Dave Malpass. The Indians noted 
Clevinger’s sparkling strikeout rate and promising slider. They figured, with some tweaks to his delivery, he could enhance his off-speed stuff 
and fastball velocity. 
 
“You never know if that can happen until you get your hands on a guy,” Chernoff said, “but I think we saw the signs.” 
 
Of course, they had no idea Clevinger was frustrated with his comeback or that he had entertained thoughts of microscopes and lab coats and 
of monitoring wildlife preserves. 
 
“Had we known that, we might’ve veered off,” Chernoff joked. 
Clevinger posed with a navy cleat in his hands as the Indians’ clubhouse manager snapped a picture on his phone. The pitcher desired a pair 
of the same shoes, but in red. A teammate walked past the photo shoot and asked Clevinger if he felt “boring.” 
 
If it were up to him, Clevinger would sport vivid, intricate cleats when he pitches, covered in sunflowers and peace signs and hues bright 
enough to require sunglasses for viewing. The league enforces strict uniform policies, though. When the Indians played in Minnesota earlier this 



month, Clevinger learned he had been fined for not adhering to the guidelines that mandate at least 51 percent of a player’s shoes match the 
club’s designated color. 
 
He’s never been one to conform. 
 
Tomlin describes his teammate as “a groovy, ‘70s-type hippie guy.” And how often do you see that on a baseball field? 
 
“He was the first one I ever met,” Tomlin said, “and probably the last.” 
 
He has the hair, the vibrant tattoos of his daughters’ names, a sunflower, a dreamcatcher, an owl. He wears a Jimi Hendrix jacket or, 
occasionally, a denim one with the NASA logo. He exited the Indians’ clubhouse on Tuesday night, fresh off another mastering of the 
overmatched White Sox, sporting bright yellow checkered shoes and a black Sticky Bumps hat, the name of a California-based surfing apparel 
shop. 
 
“He’s very, very unique,” said Adam Plutko, his teammate since the two played together in A-ball. “It works for him.” 
 
Clevinger presents a slightly different personality and vibe than his rotation mates. In fact, he compared the Indians’ rotation to an animal 
kingdom, equipped with “the leader” (Kluber), “the joker” (Carrasco) and “the nerd” (Bauer). He referred to himself as “the wild card.” And that 
card has resembled an ace or a king this season. 
 
“It’s been one of the great storylines of our season,” Antonetti said. 
 
Clevinger has been more efficient with his pitch count, permitting him to venture deeper into games. And he has myth-busted the third-time-
through-the-order notion, limiting hitters to a .214/.289/.350 slash line in such circumstances. He has chopped his walk rate by 50 percent and 
has held the opposition to three runs or fewer in 80 percent of his starts. 
 
Among qualified American League starting pitchers, he ranks eighth in WAR, 10th in ERA and eighth in FIP. It’s a good thing he banished the 
skateboard to the garage. 
 
“It’s fun as you watch young guys earn trust,” Francona said, “and to see how far he’s come in a couple years.” 
 
Q&A: Chris Antonetti on the Indians’ roster, trade plans, the bullpen and Jason Kipnis 
By Zack Meisel Jun 20, 2018  4   
The amateur draft came and went. Now, the primary focus of the Indians’ front office is the trade deadline, which sits less than six weeks away. 
 
The bullpen, even with the recent emergences of Neil Ramírez and Oliver Perez, needs assistance. The bottom half of the lineup could use 
another steady bat. There’s work for Chris Antonetti & Co. to do over the next couple of months to fortify the Indians’ roster. 
 
On Wednesday morning, Antonetti sat down with reporters and discussed the first half of the season, the team’s approach to the trade deadline 
and more. 
 
What have you made of the bullpen turnover, with all of the injuries and inconsistency? 
 
Any time you go through a season, you have to expect that you’re going to encounter some adversity and things are not going to go as 
planned. It’s one of the reasons we try to pay particular attention to depth within an organization and why sometimes some of those minor 
league signings or low major league singings in the offseason that may not seem significant, can end up having a meaningful impact on a team. 
This season, we’ve had some unexpected performances and a substantial amount of injuries in the bullpen that we’ve had to withstand. I’ve 
been encouraged by the way we’ve pitched over the last few weeks and to have a little bit more stability in the bullpen has been good to see 
and see guys settle into some roles. 
 
Is Andrew Miller still throwing bullpen sessions? 
 
Yes. He still has to go through a progression to get back to game activity, and he’s not quite there yet.  
 
Will he need a minor-league rehab stint? 
 
I think so. Given the amount of time he’s missed, when he’s ready, we’ll transition him by having him do a rehab assignment. How long and 
how many, we don’t have any idea yet. I would expect that he will pitch in minor league games at some point. 
 
How pleased have you been with Mike Clevinger’s development this season? 
 
It’s been one of the great storylines of our season so far is Clev’s continued development and maturation as a pitcher. Another great example of 
it last night for him to get into some trouble early, pitch out of it and then pitch really deep into a game. And I think he’s starting to become much 
more efficient with his pitches, where I think we saw last year he maybe in the fifth inning had a lot of deep counts, he’s getting close to 100 
pitches. Not able to pitch deeper into games. With his mindset being maybe a little more aggressive throughout the game, he’s able to have 
more efficient plate appearances and pitch deeper into games. It’s been really great to see. He’s been a huge presence in our starting rotation.  
 
Is there concern about the workload the starting pitchers have taken on? 



It’s a conversation we continue to have. I think the good news, as Tito shared with you, is that our guys condition to do that. And so, they’re in a 
good spot. But it’s something we’ll continue to be mindful of as we go through the season. So, one of the things we look at in addition to just 
pitch count is how do guys respond in their recovery after they start. How does their body feel? What level of fatigue do they have. And then we 
also look for other markers of fatigue while they’re pitching. So far, guys have maintained really good strength levels and have been able to 
maintain their condition. But, its something we’re cognizant of and we would like to manage maybe a little bit better moving forward. And 
hopefully now that we have a little more continuity in our bullpen that’s an option for us to do. 
How is Carlos Carrasco doing? 
He’s doing well. Thankfully we avoided a — it was a big scare. Because it could have been a lot worse. He still has some swelling, not 
unexpectedly. He got hit pretty good on the arm. But no damage to the bone or the joint. Now it’s just a question of getting the swelling out of 
there and then building back up a throwing program from there. But, he’s doing well. 
 
Has the recent bullpen improvement reduced your need to seek relief help via trade? 
 
I don’t think so. I think this time of year we will always be looking for ways to improve our team In the years in which we’re in contention, I think 
that’s been the way we’ve operated in the past and that’s how we’ve continued to operate this year. Really since the day after the draft, the 
intensity and frequency of trade conversations have picked up and we’re actively seeking ways where we can improve the team. Whether that’s 
in the bullpen or elsewhere. 
 
Was Kelvin Herrera an option?  
 
I won’t get into specific guys. But I think it’s safe to say that we’ve been aggressive in looking for ways to improve the team. And if there are 
guys that are out there that might be available, we’re exploring it.  
 
Do you think this team will fare better in the second half, as has been the case the last couple of years? 
 
We don’t plan for that. We try to win as many games as quickly as we can, as frequently as we can. It’s encouraging though that we do have a 
backdrop in that this group of guys under Tito has typically played its best baseball in the second half, but there’s urgency every day to try to 
win a game. The good news is despite maybe us not playing as well as we collectively could as a group, we’re still in first place in our division 
and have a lead on some of the other teams. Now, that doesn’t mean anything moving forward, but what it means is today the opportunity that 
we have is that we haven’t dug ourselves a hole. So, that’s at least the encouraging sign. 
 
With a few of your relievers eligible for free agency at the end of the year, how do you weigh looking for short-term options versus players under 
control for multiple years? 
 
As we always approach opportunities to acquire players, we try to take a multi-year approach. It was evident in our trades in 2016. We targeted 
players that could have an impact beyond just that season. Now, sometimes those players aren’t available and you can’t align on value and you 
end up trading for guys like we did last year with Joe Smith or getting Jay Bruce late. That’s just the opportunity that was available to us. We’ll 
explore both. We’ll explore guys that are pending free agents, but we’ll also be active in trying to acquire players that could impact not only this 
season but our teams moving forward. 
 
How important have Neil Ramírez and Oliver Perez been? 
 
Really important. Those guys have at least given Carl [Willis] and Tito some options to go to late in the game and have pitched in some high-
leverage situations and have had success doing it. So, hopefully that can provide some stability for us moving forward. 
 
Have you had any discussions on contract extensions with any of your impending free agents? 
 
Those are conversations we typically have during in offseason and in spring training, not something we usually engage in during the season. 
Not to say it’s a hard and fast rule, but that’s typically the way we’ve operated. We did talk with each of those guys over the course of the winter 
and in spring training and had some discussions with them about where we were, where we were positioned and what the future could be 
moving forward, but have not had those conversations during the season. 
 
Is Trevor Bauer’s emergence an example of why you guys don’t place ceilings or timetables on players’ development? 
 
I think there are a lot of examples out there that demonstrate how hard it is to predict what people will go on and do in the future and I think we 
try to have enough humility to know that. To know what someone else is capable of doing is a futile attempt, because ultimately they’re going to 
dictate that. Our job is to provide the best tools, environment, resources and opportunities, which is important, for those guys to succeed and 
flourish and be the best versions of themselves they can be. One of the things that we have always appreciated about Trevor specifically is his 
relentless desire to improve. No matter how well he’s done, he is seeking to be better. He wants to be the best pitcher on the planet and is 
relentlessly motivated to do that. And I think what we’ve seen is a continued maturation and progression as a pitcher, as a professional and as 
a teammate and it’s been fun to watch and be a part of. 
 
How comfortable are you with Adam Plutko and Shane Bieber in the rotation for the time being? 
The great thing about both of those guys is that they’ve earned their opportunity in which they’ve pitched. Adam rebounded form a tough year 
last year where he had some injuries and got off to a really good start this year, and maybe got back to some of the things that allowed him to 
be successful throughout his college career and his minor league career. Now that he’s back to doing those things, he’s seeing it can translate 
to the Major League level and be successful. 
 



Shane has continued his development as a pitcher and really has thrived in every single challenge that has been put in front of him, and met 
that head on and proved that he’s capable of succeeding. The next thing for him is continuing his development and maturation at the Major 
League level. 
 
Both of those guys have provided a great lift to us in the opportunities that they’ve gotten so far in the rotation and we confident giving them the 
ball going forward. 
 
We know about Bieber’s command, but what is it about him that makes that pitching approach so effective? 
 
I think a separator for Shane is not just that he’s in the strike zone, but that he can command the ball within the strike zone, both with his 
fastball and his off-speed. Believe it or not, what we’ve seen at the Major League level, he’s not quite where he’s been in the past, he’s typically 
demonstrated better command than he’s showed up here. Because he can really manipulate the ball, use all quadrants of the strike zone with 
his fastball and also has a really good feel for his breaking ball. I think what will continue as Shane gets more comfortable and gets more 
comfortable with the environment, the level, the ball, that command will continue to improve. Again, Shane is a guy that may not have been the 
most highly regarded player at the time he was chosen, but a great job by our scouts not just identifying the physical attributes of success, but 
also the personal attributes for success, because Shane is another one of those guys that is incredibly motivated. He has impeccable routines, 
he takes care of himself, he controls all of the things he can control to be the best pitcher he can be. When you have that type of commitment 
and mindset, it’s pretty cool to see the development that can happen, and Shane is — as good as he was when he was drafted him — he’s 
continued to get better and better each year. That’s a credit to his work and his mindset. 
 
How critical is it for the player development staff to help guys like that realize their potential? 
 
So for us to be a successful organization and have successful seasons, we have to rely on every facet of our operations to contribute. From 
amateur scouting, international scouting, professional scouting, all of those areas of acquisition have had an impact on our team if you look 
around, even on some of the recent acquisitions this winter. Then our player development staff to help those guys, once they’re in the system, 
develop and in the case of the major leagues, perform, and in the case of the minor leagues, continue to progress on their path to major league 
players. So for us to succeed and for us to have any level of sustained success, we need all of those areas of the organization to contribute. 
 
For which affiliates will the recent draft picks play? 
 
They’ll be spread out. Most of them will be in Arizona, where we now have two teams, and Mahoning Valley. That’s where most guys will start, 
there may be a few guys that at some point get to Lake County. 
 
What have you made of the outfield, with all of the moving parts? 
 
There’s been a lot of movement in the outfield, and we’ve had a lot of combinations of players playing out there, but we continue to think we 
have a good group of which to choose. We do feel like we do need to get a bit more consistency from center field and right field. Hopefully now 
that guys are now back, we can find a bit more continuity there. On the flip side of that, Michael Brantley has been impeccably consistent. He’s 
been the Michael Brantley we’re all accustomed to see when he’s healthy, and for him to not only perform at a high level, but manage the 
amount of volume he’s had this year and the amount of plate appearances and innings he’s played in the outfield has been a huge boost to our 
team. 
 
Have you made any progress in negotiations with your top two draft picks? 
 
Nothing specific, but our hope is that we will sign them. 
 
How important is it for Bradley Zimmer to figure out what type of hitter he is? 
 
That’s a really important point, and something we continue to talk with Bradley about, and as a source of conversation between our hitting 
people, Tito, our major-league staff, our minor-league staff, and Bradley. Because I think what we’ve seen is he’s capable of being a really 
effective major league player, and a good Major League hitter. We’re working with him to get back to that point. But he’s now gone through that 
process that, it’s one thing to talk about those things, but what type of adjustments a player might have to make at the Major League level to 
have success, it’s another thing entirely to experience that first hand once the league starts to know your strengths, know your weaknesses as 
a hitter, and tries its best to exploit those. 
 
 
It’s been a rough go for Jason Kipnis this season. (Jim McIsaac/Getty Images) 
Are you still confident that Jason Kipnis can return to the form he demonstrated in the past? 
 
I believe he can be the player we’ve seen in the past. I think we’ve seen signs of that at different points during this season, but have yet to see 
that consistent level of performance. I know no one is more frustrated about it than Kip, but he’s continued to maintain a good mind-set about 
finding a way out and finding a way to contribute to help the team win. I think we saw it again the other night, what he’s capable of doing. And 
hopefully he can have more nights like that. 
 
What has been his issue in the first half? 
 
I’m not sure it’s as easy as pointing your finger on any one thing. Offensively, he just hasn’t been able to find that same consistency. Early in 
the season, he was having really good at-bats, hitting the ball hard. He just hit into some bad luck. And when those things build over time, it’s 



human nature just to start to try to change things. When you do that, sometimes you can end up chasing your tail a little bit. So, I think the 
emphasis with Kip is to identify those things that allow you to be the hitter you’ve been in the past and allow you to be successful and let’s make 
sure we stay consistent with those. And Kip’s embraced that, but it’s a lot easier said than done. 
 
What has allowed José Ramírez to blossom into one of the league’s most prolific hitters? 
 
I think José never gives away an at-bat. Every single at-bat that he’s up there, he is competing and finding a way to try to get a pitch to hit and 
hit it hard somewhere. And some of the skills that we had seen in the minor leagues with him — just a good ability to put the ball in play, 
manage the strike zone, when he swings, he very rarely misses — those same attributes are now playing out at the Major League level with 
more power behind it. So now, not only is he putting those balls in play, but he’s hitting balls hard somewhere. 
 
You guys value your catcher defense, but how beneficial is it when Yan Gomes is hitting the way he has this season? 
 
Well, when we’re at our best as a team, we’re getting those contributions throughout our lineup. Tito talks about it all the time, about keeping 
the line moving. And when you have guys that are hitting towards the bottom of the lineup, or that second half of the lineup, contributing the 
way Gomes has, it just makes it that much more difficult for a pitching staff to navigate its way through it. So, when Yan or Roberto can have 
nights like they have the past few, that adds an entirely different element to our team and makes us that much more difficult to get through nine 
innings without us scoring. 
 
Knights 6, Clippers 4 | Adam Rosales has two RBI in losing effort 
Adam Rosales had a bases-empty home run and an RBI double, but the Clippers were not able to generate enough offense Wednesday night 
in a 6-4 loss to host Charlotte at BB&T Ballpark, their third straight loss and second in a row to the Knights. 
 
Rosales homered in the second inning and doubled with two outs in the sixth. Yandy Diaz also had two hits. 
 
The Clippers took the lead in the first inning on a two-run fielding error by Knights second baseman Juan Perez. Francisco Mejia sent a hit his 
way after Greg Allen had reached base with a leadoff single and Diaz had walked. 
 
The Knights closed to 3-1 in the second on a Matt Skole home run and tied it at 3 in the fourth on a two-run double by Skole. They went ahead 
for good in the fifth with a three-run outburst. Jacob May had an RBI double and Avisail Garcia a two-run homer. 
 
Michael Peoples made his first start with the Clippers this season. He allowed seven hits in 4 1/3 innings, striking out four and walking two. All 
six Knights runs were charged to him. 
 
Michael Kopech (3-5) gave up four hits over five innings for the Knights, striking out six and walking four. He allowed three runs, but only two 
were earned. 
 
The Clippers conclude a three-game series at Charlotte on Thursday night. They begin a four-game series over three days at Gwinnett with a 
doubleheader Friday. Their next home game is Monday against Louisville. 
 
RubberDucks report: Rob Kaminsky returns to Ducks as  a reliever after missing more than a full season 
by ABJ/Ohio.com correspondent 
Consider it a fresh start for Rob Kaminsky. And also a big relief. 
 
Probably more the latter, as the 23-year-old left-hander makes the transition from starter to reliever after spending a year on the shelf with an 
elbow injury. 
 
Kaminsky returned to the mound at Canal Park on Wednesday for the first time since he suffered an elbow ligament sprain in his first start for 
the Ducks last season, and did so out of the bullpen. 
 
He said it was a “mutual decision” between the Indians organization and himself. 
 
“We talked about it out in Arizona,” Kaminsky said. “We came to the conclusion that I can help this way. So I’m just going to get some outs and 
help the Ducks. We’ll see how it goes. I’m excited.” 
 
After last year’s injury, it was eventually decided he wouldn’t pitch again in favor of rest and rehabilitation. No surgery was needed. 
 
And during spring training, he suffered an abdominal strain which kept him out until mid-June when he made two appearances at High Class-A 
Lynchburg, tossing a scoreless inning each time. 
 
“It was frustrating to say the least,” Kaminsky said. “You work hard to get back from one injury and you just get hurt again. 
 
“But it’s all a thing of the past and I’ve been lucky to be around people who have really helped me a lot. So I’m here and I’m 100 percent.” 
 
In the 2016 season, Kaminsky, a 6-foot, 191-pounder, thrived as a starter, helping the RubberDucks win the Eastern League championship. He 
went 11-7 with a 3.28 ERA including a 6-0 finish. He added another win over the Trenton Thunder in the championship series. 
 



“It was a fun season,” Kaminsky said. “A lot’s changed since then. Now I’m in the bullpen. Hopefully I come out and help the team in any facet, 
in any situation and get a couple outs.” 
 
Ducks pitching coach Rigo Beltran said his job is two-fold working with Kaminsky. 
 
“Plan No. 1 is to get him healthy,” Beltran said. “Plan No. 2 to be a full-time reliever. Educate him, teach him how to warm up. How to anticipate 
when he’s going to come in. And just understanding that he’s probably going to face a lot more lefties than he would righties early on. 
 
“So just making sure he gets ready mentally and physically and be able to bounce back emotionally and physically after every outing.” 
 
Beltan said the transition is being made now mostly because the injuries slowed Kaminsky’s progress as a starter. He added that it doesn’t 
necessarily rule out an eventual return to starting. 
 
“They just want to get him back in there,” he said. “And the bullpen’s probably a better option right now.” 
 
Kaminsky was a first-round selection (28th overall) by the St. Louis Cardinals in the June 2013 Major League draft. He was traded to the 
Indians for outfielder Brandon Moss in July 2015. 
 
His curveball is his “bread and butter” pitch, he said. He also throws a fastball and change-up. 
 
And he is also aware that pitching in relief could get him to the majors more quickly, especially considering the bullpen issues the Indians have 
dealt with so far this season. 
 
“I think I can get outs right now,” he said. “I feel really good. I’m confident. Right now I’m here so I’m focused on the now and look forward to 
pitching [Wednesday]. 
 
“I’m still one of the younger guys almost, but I feel like I’m one of the older guys here in my third season. But I’m super excited to be back here.” 
 
Jose Altuve is a magician whose brilliance should be  treasured 
David Schoenfield 
Jose Altuve is the reigning American League MVP, he leads the majors with a .343 batting average, the Houston Astros are having a terrific 
season ... and yet we've hardly talked about him and that seems a little weird. After all, the man is a baseball treasure and we should always 
remind ourselves of that. 
 
Altuve went 3-for-4 with two home runs off Nathan Eovaldi in the Astros' 5-1 win over the Tampa Bay Rays on Wednesday. Here's the first one, 
and it reminded me of an old-school swing by Joe DiMaggio or somebody like that, in part because Altuve stands way off the plate like batters 
used to back in the day, rather than crowd the plate like so many of today's sluggers: 
If you pause the video right at the end of Altuve's swing, notice how far off the plate he is. He's just so quick through the zone, however, that he 
can turn on those inside pitches. Here's a weird Altuve stat, his home/road splits over the past two seasons, including this two-homer game: 
 
Home: .304/.361/.447, 13 HR, 33 BB, 77 SO 
Road: .386/.450/.608, 18 HR, 51 BB, 51 SO 
On the road, he's Rogers Hornsby. At home, he's still pretty good, but more like 2018 Jed Lowrie. I'm not sure what's going on here. It could just 
be one of those things, but in 2016 he hit .376 on the road and .299 at home. He was much better at home earlier in his career. The stat that 
pops out is that strikeout-to-walk ratio. It's even on the road, but more than 2-to-1 at home. 
 
I don't know if he just doesn't see the ball as well at Minute Maid Park, or maybe he's more aggressive at home trying to hit home runs. His 
swing rate is basically identical at home and on the road (48.0 percent at home versus 47.8 percent), but his miss rate jumps from 14.8 percent 
on the road to 19.2 percent at home. 
 
It's worth noting, however, that the entire team has hit worse at home over the past two seasons, with a .782 OPS at home versus .832 on the 
road. Indeed, despite its reputation as a hitter's ballpark -- and there's no doubt some cheap home runs can be hit into the Crawford Boxes in 
left -- Minute Maid actually rates as a pitcher's park. ESPN's park factors rate Minute Maid 27th in 2018, ahead of only Dodger Stadium, 
Oakland Coliseum and Citi Field. It rated last in 2017 (although average in home runs). 
 
Anyway, Altuve is now hitting .347 with seven home runs. The power is down a bit from last season, but this guy is still a magician at the plate 
and could be on his way to his fourth batting title. 
 
Stanton becomes a True Yankee: The Mariners and Yankees were tied 5-5 in the bottom of the ninth when Giancarlo Stanton came up with two 
outs and a runner on. Yankees broadcaster Michael Kay mentioned that Stanton was still looking for his signature Yankees moment. Two 
pitches later, Ryan Cook hung an 0-2 slider and Stanton delivered his 453-foot moment of baseball joy: 
Stanton had a quick smile during his postgame interview but answered in team-first mode about his best moment in a Yankees uniform. "We 
came from behind. Not worried about my own personal signature moment," he said. "We all battled back, we grinded, we knocked some off the 
board one by one; just happy to get it for us." 
 
The Yankees rallied from a 5-0 deficit, including Gary Sanchez's two-run homer off Alex Colome to tie the game in the eighth. The Yankees 
lead the majors in runs per game and home runs. With 120 homers in 71 games, they're on pace for 274, which would break the record of 264 
set by the 1997 Mariners. 



The scary thing for the AL: What if Stanton heats up? 
Stanton through 70 games, 2018: .255/.329/.504, 18 HR 
Stanton through 70 games, 2017: .272/.351/.532, 18 HR 
Stanton rest of way, 2017: .289/.394/.711, 41 HR 
Jason Heyward has a cannon: The Cubs beat the Dodgers 4-0 as Jon Lester won his fifth straight start, even though he recorded just one 
strikeout in seven innings. That was the first game this season a starter made it through seven innings with one or fewer strikeouts. Lester did 
get help from Heyward with this throw: 
Bradford Doolittle writes from Chicago that the Cubs have served notice: They're the team to beat in the National League. 
 
Best night for hyphens in MLB history: The Rangers beat the Royals 3-2, but they made history in a unique kind of way: 
This was the first game behind the plate for Isiah Kiner-Falefa, who started three games there at Triple-A before his call-up and 67 over his 
minor league career. He's a pretty interesting player, as he can play shortstop and has posted outstanding defensive metrics at third base with 
plus-7 defensive runs in just 288 innings. He has hit .255/.332/.363 and looks like he's going to carve out a nice career as a utility guy -- 
especially if he adds catcher to his versatility. 
 
Best night for Josh Smiths in minor league history: The Pawtucket Red Sox beat the Buffalo Bisons 10-2. The winning pitcher: Josh D. Smith, 
who allowed one hit in six scoreless innings. Getting the three-inning save: Josh A. Smith. Josh D. is a 28-year-old lefty who has never pitched 
in the majors but has a 2.51 ERA as a swingman for Pawtucket. Josh A. is a 30-year-old righty who pitched for the Reds in 2015 and 2016 and 
made 26 appearances with the A's last year. 
 
Random tweet of the night: This is pretty funny: 
Not a big facebook guy but tonight I went through nearly all my unread messages on there.  Just found out I had a contract offer in 2014 that I 
never knew. 
 
Neshek parlayed that minor league contract with the Cardinals into an All-Star appearance in 2014 -- and he made another All-Star team in 
2017. He has missed all of 2018 for the Phillies with a shoulder strain and then a forearm strain. 
 
The true madness of Max Scherzer: Check out Eddie Matz's story on the Nationals ace and his obsessive quest for a third straight Cy Young 
Award. 
 


